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Port Authority
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EDGE Media Network Contributor
Tuesday Sep 30, 2014

Conor McPherson is to losers what Shakespeare is to kings. By
endowing his outliers with the emotions and poetry of
legitimately tragic persona, he gives a voice to the drifters who
generally slip through the cracks in a Type A world. In 2001's
"Port Authority," set in turn-of-millennium Dublin and now in
revival by the Irish Repertory Theatre, McPherson divides the
world into two kinds of shared souls: those who go with the
�ow and those who �ght.

The three characters we meet in "Port" are decided �ow types
"to whom things happen" and whose fates hinge on the
emotional tragedies that befall them as though by default. Their
hubris lies not in action but in inertia -- a failure to either
examine their lives or to trust and act on their �ndings when
they do.

McPherson the man refutes his own metaphysics. A dramatist-philosopher capable of both dreaming and
doing, he has earned a living writing and directing for nearly two-thirds of his life. Infusing his stories with the
"radical empathy" espoused by another great contemporary Irish writer, the novelist Colum McCann, his
body of work drips with detail and concern for the internal lives of nondescript human beings as they spin in
the external worlds of others.

Told as a series of direct-address monologues in poetry of pure Irish idiom, "Port Authority" puts you right in
the minds of its three anti-heros as they take a fertile page from their autobiographies and interpret the past
with the clear vision of hindsight.

Through representatives from three generations, McPherson presents man -- to borrow from Shakespeare's
Jacques -- in the third, �fth and sixth stages of life, the young lover, the middle-aged professional and the old
sage. Except in this case the love is unrequited, the career failed and the wisdom confused. McPherson is
ultimately more accurate than Jacques; there are no black and white stages to a thinking man's life.

And thinking man is who interests the playwright. Not in the mere Cartesian sense of thought as indicator of
consciousness and therefore life, but in the McPhersian sense of thought equaling self-consciousness and
therefore a life bearing consideration, irrespective of the conventional signs of drama-worthiness. Delphic
introspection, the desire to know oneself, is what counts, as does the equally valid admission of failure at
doing so. To quote the grandfather character, "I have no idea about myself."

Directed by Irish Repertory Theatre's Producing Director Ciaran O'Reilly, who also directed last year's critically
acclaimed revival of McPherson's "The Weir," each of the three veteran players, Peter Maloney, Billy Carter
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and James Russell, holds his own as bard to their compositions, delivering each word with the weight of
inevitability while their worlds materialize before us.

A reader's playwright, McPherson's scripts stand alone on the page, but it is not until returning to his texts
after seeing a production that one recognizes how cleverly stage-crafted they are, with novels of subtext
between the words.

One of the joys of McPherson's monologue-style plays ("Port Authority" is one of three) is an exercise in
something few people ever get the chance to do: to press pause and analyze a chapter of our lives as closely
as literature. To do so and share it out loud is cathartic for both character and audience; in any one man's
story, minutely told, there is much for any other to relate to. Note this �ash of insight from the grandfather as
he recalls once being about to do something uncouth: "But of course all your dead relatives and teachers
from your youth and all the things that are basically yourself are all there, aghast..."

A story of unrequited romantic and self love, "Port Authority" shows us how you can lose something just by
realizing you never had it, making self-re�ection a dangerous pastime for those destined to go with the �ow.
As the grandfather warns, "When you dream in the night, just wake up, forget about it, get on with it, get up
in the morning and have your breakfast and go to work."

Here, as in each of his plays, McPherson puts the breaks on time, slowing drunkenness down to a sip and life
down to the micro-moments that usually pass unobserved, thus letting us borrow for a night his
superpowers of observation and again, empathy. His cri de coeur seems to be that this great mad world and
its people are rather fascinating, if we only look closely enough.

"Port Authority" runs through Nov. 16 at the DR2 Theatre in Union Square, 103 East 15th Street in New York. For
tickets or information, call 212-727-2737 or visit www.IrishRep.org

Cassandra Csencsitz is a New Yorkbased arts and beauty writer. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Theatre from
Kalamazoo College and Master of Arts from St. John's College's Great Books Program. Cassandra met her husband in Greece
on the University of Detroit Mercy's Classical Theatre Program and they are now the bemused parents of two. Cassandra is
the Communications Director for Trish McEvoy Beauty.
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